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outProud1M 
Be Yourself. _ 

Read. This Before 
COMING ·ouT TO YOUR PARENTS 

KNOWING WHAT TO EXPECT 

Most FoHow Typical Stages 

111e· purpose of this is to inform gay and lesbian young adultS about the proceSs most-parents go through when ttJeir child's homosexual orientation is disclosed. 

The stages to be explained are: shock, denial, guilt, expression of feelings, personal decision-making, true acceptance. 

The process assumes that you have wrestled.with the issue of whether Or not to come out to your parentS and that your decisiOn is affirmative. The approach and suggestions offered in the fOllowing are based on the assumption that you suspect one or both _of your parents will be understandirig, if not supportive; giVen adequate time. 

This pan'lphlet may" nOt be ~lpful if you have serious reservations about their abifdy to COpe and you SUSpect they co~id SeVer their relationship with you. · · · · · 

They ·Go Through Stages Differently 

A caution: Each family is utuque. AlthOugh most are likely to follow the stages outlined ~re, allow some latitude for yoo~ c:iwn parents. The illusbationsand .suggestions· given here Will be drawn from conversations with parents who have attended the Philadelphia Parents and Friends of lesbians and Gays meetings. · · 

Few parents are "modef' cases that perfectly fit the following description. Knowing what to anticipate and how to respond in a helpful way will enable you to take the big step with some degree of knowledge and support. · 

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF 

Be Clear in Your Own Mind 

• Are you sure about your sexual orientation? OQri't raise the issue unless you're able to respond with confidence to the question • Are you sure?" Confusion on your part wiD increase your parents' confusion and decrease ,th~ir confidence in your judgment • Are you comfortable with your gay sexuality? H you're wrestling with guilt and periods of depression, you'U be better off waiting to te11 your parents. Coming out to t~ may r~uire tremendous energy on your .part; it will require a reserve of positive self-image. 

• Do you have support? In the event your parents' reaction devastates you, there should be someone or a group that you can confidently.tum to for emotional support and strength. Maintaining your sense of self-worth is critical. • Are you knowledgeable _about homosexuality? Your parents Will probably respond based on a ratetime of information from a homophobic society. If you've done some serious rea<fmg on the subject, you'D be able to assist them by sharing reliable infonnation and research. · 
• Whafs the emotional climate at home? Jf you have the choice of when to ten, consider the timing. Choose a time when they're not dealing with such rriatters as the death of a close friend, pending slligery or the loss of a job. • Can you be patient? Your parents wiH require time to deal with this ioforrnatiori if they haven't considered it prior to your sharing. The process may last from six months t~ two years. 
• "Wiiat's your motive for coming out now? HOpefuBy, it iS because you love them and are uncomfortable with the distance you feel. 
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DutProud·- Coming Out toY our Patents 

Never come out in anger or duriilg_ an· argument, .using your seXuality as a w~. : ·• Do you ~Vf!available ~.~.is a subject .moSt~~ knc:rft little abOut Haile available at least one of the foDowing:·a !;look addressed 1o patel)ts." a contact for the lOcal or natiOnal Parents and Fliends of lesbians and Gays, the named a non-gay counselor who tan deal fairly wilh the issue. 
• Ale you financially clepe(Jdenl oo yPUr ~?.If~~~ they~ capaJ?Ie of withdrawing ooOege finances or forcing you -out cif the house. you may choOse to wait tmtillhey do not have this weapon to hold over you.. . • ~is your general relationship with your parents? If you've gotten along weD ahd have always known their love - and shared your love for~ in return - chances are _they'l be able to deal with the issue in a positive way. . • .What is their moral societal view? If they tend to see social issues in dear terms of~ or hO.Jy/sil"!fU~ you may anticipate that they wiD have serious problems ctea6ng with your sexuality . . If. howeVer, they've evidenced a degree of flexibiflty when dealing with other changing societal matters, you may be able to anticipate a Willingness to work this throUgh witti you. · . • Is thiS'your decision? Not everyone should C::ome out to" their parents. Oon1" be pres'Sufed into it-if you're not sure"}•ou'll be better off by .®in9 so - no matter what thek" response. . ·.:· . 

THEY'LL EXPERIENCE LOSS 

Parents and Children Switch Roles 

When you come out to your -parentS, you may find.your parent-child -roles reversed for a while. They will need to learn from your experience. As your:parents ,deal. with Y.OW: 4isdosW:e. you must assume the •parenting• role by aHowing them time to express their feelings and make progress toward new insights. · · · 

This will not be easy. You'D want them to uriderStand and grasp thiS important ·part Of yoUr life tight tiHay. 

lt will be easy for you to become impatient. You'D· need to rweat many of the same things, Just. beCause yo!J've explained something once does not mean they heard it. Their Wlderstandjng will evolve slowly .,.. painfullY_ slowly - at the bf;l9irinii:iQ. Their emotional reactions wiD get in the way of their intell"edual uilderstand"mgs. - · · · · 

Allow them Jirne and space. Consider your own journey; yOtive been worldng. on this ~e-f~ years! Although the issues your parents will work through are similar to those yodve dealt with, the alfference is that you're ahead of them in the process. Be patient . I • • . 

Separation And L~ss 

Many famifJeS take the news as a temporary loss - almost as a death - of the spn or daughter they have ~ and loved. Ef1Zabeth Kubler-Ross describesthe.stages·retated to the death of a loved.one as.denial.-anger, b;ugaining, depression .and acceptance. Just as in grief, the first reaction of parents of gays and lesbians centers. around separation and JOSs.. ' : ,y . . 

I remember one momiilg when my son was fixing breakfast at the. stove, as I sat at the kitchen ta~ reading the newspaper. I looked at · him and wanted to say, "I don't know Who you are, but t wish you'd leave and Send my son Ted back.• 

Parents experience loss when their child comes out, bUt it probabl)t wiD be only temporary, 

Not An Absolute Progression 

Although the stages described: here apply to most people, they are not an ~e progression for everyone. Sometimes a stage occurs out of order; occasiohaAy one is skipped: Some progress through the stages in three morrths. others take years. . . . :• 

A few- ofte_n due to self-pity- make no progress.at all in any ca5e, the initial feeling iS uSUal~ one of loSs~ 

Most parents think theY know and understand their children from the day of their birth. Even though they cfmg to old stories :- and sometimes evidence confusion in telf'mg some of them - moSt remain confident that they know whafs going on iOside a child. 

They lose the perception they once had of their child and don't yet know if they wiR like the real person wbo is replacing that idea. Those who experience the bk.J9est shock when their child co~ out P,robably are ~ who suffer the ·greatest feeling of loss and re~ction. 

lfs riot that they separate from the child as much as it is that they feel their child has will:fuly separated from them 

zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz~~zzzzzztzzzzzzzzzzzzzzu 
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A Traumatic Discovery 
. . . They sense the separation - which yotlve probably been aware of for years:..... for ~ first tirile.. Irs a tratJI1iirtic discovEiry. With understai'KflllQ and patience from aD parties, that relationship can be restored. In fact, in most cases it improves beCause it's based on mutual honesty. 

STAGE 1: SHOCK 

If They Have No Idea About You 

An initial state of shock can be anticipated if you suspect that your parents have no -id_ea What yOIIre about to share. It may last anywhere from ten minutes to a week; usually it wears off in a few daYs. Shock is a· natural reaction. that we an e>g>erierice (and need for a while) to avoid acute distress and unpleasantness. · · · 

Explain that you haven't been able to be completely honest with them and you don't like the <ftstance that has occurred over the years. Affirm your love for them. Say it more than once. Although they may not initially respond positively to your profession of love, it wiB penetrate in the hours when they are alone and thinking about it. 

Remind them that you are the same person today that you were yesterday: "You loveQ me yesterday, before I told; I haven't changed since then. rm the same person today that I was yesterday.• · · 

Some Parents Already Know 

Occasionally, a parent wiU experience no shock at alt , always knew you were different; I considered this as a poSSibility. Irs O.K I love y~. You'l have to help me understand and accept the reality." 

Soinetimes they say, 'We'd known for a long time because of a letter you left on the table last sunvner; we've been waiting for you to ten · us. • In these instances your task wiD be considerably easier, as they've already worited through some of the stages on their own. 

;....:-

STAGE 2:·c;flENIAL 

A Shield from Threat 

Denial helps to shield a person from a threatenillg or painful message. It is different from shock because it indicates the perSon has heard the message and is attempting to build a defense mechanism to ward it off. 

Denial responses take many forms: hostiflty ("No son of mine is going to be queer."), non-registering ("Thafs nice, dear, what do you want for dinner?"), non-carillg ("If you choose that lifestyle, I don't want to hear about il"), or rejection ("Jfs just a phase; you'D get over il"). 
. 

Their perception of your homosexual orientation will be .<fJStorted by the messages they've received and accepted from our homophobic. society. The manner in which the denial is expressed can range from a serene trance to hysterical cryillg or shouting. Many parents take a middle-of-the-road approach; they cry frequently. 

We Thought He Was Confused 

My wife and I were sure that our son had been caught up in some form of gay liberation activity that appealed to him because it seemed dangerous and exciting. We thought the media coverage about homosexuality probably attracted him and that he' lacked maturity to know what he really wanted. · 

We insisted that he go once to a psychiatrist to deal with the 311ger that had been building for over a year. We agreed to visit the doctor, too, in a separate session. After two or three visits by Ted, the psychiatrist shredded our defense mechanism of deniat "I've counseled many gay·young adults and rm convinced that this is no passing fancy; to the best of my knowledge, your son is gay.• . . 
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_If They Want Counseling For You 

You 'might be ·ready lo suggest the name of a counselor or two if your parents think that i::ounseling will help to clarify their eonruSion. It would be advisable lo suggest a non-gay person, because your parents wiD want an •unbiased" view. 

If they press for you to see a counselor, suggest that they match you session-for-session. They may resist on lhe grounds that they don't need help; underneath, however, they'll probably welcome someone to talk to. 

Your parents may need some help in separating whafs -normar from the ''norm: It's probable th8t they'l think homosexuarJty is not normal. You can help them by explaining that althoUgh homosexuality is not the norm, it is what is natural to you. Point out that a8 of creation has exceptions to the norm; while most people are right-handed, some are left-handed; although most people have two eyes of lhe same color, some have a different color in eaCh eye. 

l'hey rieed to begin to understand that although yOw- sexual orientrtion is not in the llOnJl. it is a natUral and. honest response ror you. 

Breaking Through Denial 

.If their denial takes the fonn of -a don't want to talk about it.• you should take a gentle and cautious.initiative if they haven't changed in about a week. Gently raise the subject when ttley appear relaxed: "Dad, rve been wanting to tak to you about this for years; please don't push me out of your life. I can no longer bear'the burden of lying to you. I love you and want you to continue to love me in return. • Personafrze your message as a way of pe~ their defense. 

There's no need to tell them more tflan what they ask. Volunteering information about experiences wil make them build stronger defenses. Answer only what they asl< for; they'R get to other questions at another time. Because they'D experience awkwardness in framing their questions, you may need to darify the question before providing a response. · 

Orie Parent May Be Slower 

Be ready to deal with your parents -individuaOy, if necessary. Most couples react to this d'ISdosure as they have to other shocks; one takes the lead and moves toward resolution ahead of the other. Don't be upset with the slower of the two. 

ft is not infrequent that couples have dysfunction in their own relationship when this occurs. The One who seems to adapt more quickly may suggest that his/her spouse is actuaDy enjOying the agonizing; the one who moves more slowly may think the ·other is far too accepting of the situation.. 

Parents who move at different rates may experieni:e tension, whether expressed or unspoken. 

STAGE 3: GUll T 

They'll Feel They've Done Wrong 

Most people who deal with homosexuality inltiaUy perceive it as a •problem• a.nd ask: "What causes lt?" They think if they can bcate a cause, then a cure is not far behind. 

For me, the question became introspective: "What old I do wrong?" Whether I viewed the cause as genetic or environrnentaJ, I was clearly to blame. I questioned the kind of male role model I had provided; I examined my masculinity. · 

For a while, no matter which angle I viewed the situation from, I ber~eved I was the primary source of the· problem. It was a feeling I was too ashamed and Saddened to share with anyone else. Although both parents usuaRy feel guiHy, the parent who is the same gender as the child prObably feels it more. · · 

Then one day, my wife said: 1 don't think it's reasonable for you to take the blame; you raised two sons, one gay and one straight There must be other factors involved: 
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Single Parents Feel Extra Blame 
. . . It's not uncOmmon for single parents to heap e?dra blame on themselveS because of an earlier loss, separation or divorce trom their spouse: , Jtnew I failed you; I just couldn't be both mother and father at the same time. • 

When parents feel guilty, they are self-centered. They are not yet conCerned With what you've been through; ill this stage they're too wrapped up in themselves to attend to your conCerns. · 

Because they are your pa.rents, they may not be able to admit to you their sense of guilt To acknOwledge that feeling to you iS like saying, ~e brought this hooible thing to you; rve made you different Blame me. • Thafs not a comfortable position for parents to assume. 

Tell Them It's Not Their Fault 

You can help them in a variety of-Nays. Assure them that you .don't believe the cause is a$ simple as they See il T eR them that there are many theories and that the origins of homosexuaflly are not known. · 

Provide them with a book to read that is addressed to parents {an excellent paperback is "Now That You Know; What Every f>arent Should Know About Homosexuality; by Fairchild and Hayward; Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1979). A book may apPeal to them at this point because it can be viewed as an authority. Have the book ready to give them; don't send them to a gay boOkstore to find it for . themselves. 
· 

They may be ready to talk to a trusted friend now; some may seek out a clergyperson. It wiD be <ftfficult for you to attempt to st~ them away from a person of their choosing who you think may not be helpful If you know an agency that has assisted other famifleS in a helpful way, have the agency name ready. 

A gay-:oriented agency may be able to help them, but they'll resist going to the •enemy eamJ)• for help. Provide the phone number' of the local Parents and·Friends of lesbians and Gays or give them the name of some other parents who've agreed in advance to talk to them Don't expect them to respond immediately to these suggestions; their shame and guilt may hold them back. Providing this information is like planting a seed that may take time to bear fruit 

STAGE 4: FEELINGS EXPRESSED 

They Acknowledge Their Emotions 

When it's clear that guilt and self-incrimination are unproductive, parents are ready to ask questions, listen to answers and acknowledge their feermgs. This is the point at which some of the most productive dialogue between you and your parents will take place. 

Now will pour forth the full range of feelings: Tm disappOinted that I won't have any grandchildren." "Plea~ don't teD anyone in the family; rm not ready to face this issue with anyone else." "I feel so alone and hurt; I believe I was better off not knowing• "How can you hurt us this wayr "I wish I were dead. • 

Since living in a homophobic society has forced you to experience many of the same feelings (ISOlation, fear of rejection, hurt, confusion. fear of the future, etc.). you can share with them the similarities in the feelings you have experienced. 

However, allow them ample time to express them~es; don't let your needs overpower theirs. lf they haven't read a book or talked to other parents, suggest again that they pursue one of those avenues. Offer to read and discuss a chapter in the book with them or to go to a parents' meeting with them. 

Anger And Hurt 

Our son Ted had cautiously suggested earlier that we meet his lover Dan. lnitiaUy, we had no interest in that suggestion because when we stopped blaming ourselves for what had happened, we began blaming Dan. I was angry that this catastrophe .had befallen our home; was sure it was going to ruin our lives. I had always felt we were good parents, hardly deserving of this. My anger toward Ted was seldom expressed to him, but it was there for me to deal with. 
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Anger and hurt are probably the most frequently expressed feelings, They are often surface feelings that seem spiteful and cruel. In order for ycu parents to make progress it is better that they say them than bury them and attempt to deny their existence. They wiD be hard for you to handle. You may be tempted to withdraw, regretting that you ever opened this issue. 

Hang in there, however; there's rio turning back now. When they begin to express these feermgs they're on the road to recovery. 

STAGE 5: MAKING DECISIONS 

The Fork in the Road 

AS the emotional trauma subsides, your parents wili increasingly deal more rationaDy with the issue. It's common at this point for them to retreat for a while and consider the options that lie ahead. 

It's like reaching a fork in the road that has a number of paths from which to choose. The choice each person makes is a reflection of the attitude he or she is ready to adopt in dealing with the situation. - - -

Both parents may not necessarily choose to take the same path. A number of factors will influence Which path is chosen. Reaamg about homosexua6ty and talking to other parents will probably encourage them to take a more supPortive position. Their i'eflgious orientation wiR play an_ ~t part. The general liberal or conservative position they usually hold will also have some bearing. 

The importaoce of the restoration of their relationship with you is a major factor. A variety of factors wiH affect them as they fonnulate a compatible posture for dealing with this. Three kinds of decisions will be described: 

Supportive 

Most Parents contiriue to love their child in a way that aUows them to say •ttove you; to accept the reality of the child's sexual orientation and -to be supportive. In fact. now that the relationship ~ parents and ctuld is on a level of I)1Ulual honestY and trust, most parentS say their relationship is better than it ever was. AH parties begin to feel better about what.has ha~. 

Although they may have had some glimpses prior to this time, supportive parents are increasingly aware of your needs. They become -concerned about the problems that you have to face. Although we'd had some glimpses prior to this time, my wife and I became more aware of our son's needs and what he'd been through. In fact, we were amazed that he had handled aD the tensions and problems· as well as he aid for an those years. . 

Our awareness and love for him soon involved us in offering to begin solving some problems in an effort to reduce some of those tensions: a single room at college would enable him to riVe his life without having to offer excuses or explanations to a roonvnate. Dan . was invited horne more often and gradually became an important member of our family. When Ted told his brother, we were able to talk to lou~ and support Ted. 

This Far And No Farther 

Sometimes parents respond by making it clear ifs an isSue that no longer requires discussion. Although they can discuss the matter, they are quite fragile in dealing with it. They have progressed this far and wish to go no further. 

This ooes not necessarily reflect a negative attitude toward you. They know their limits and don't want to be pushed beyond them. Although you need to respect that stance, you can stiR make effo~ to reach out to them. 

let them know that you Jove them - in word and deed. Cautiously let them know some things that you do related to your sexuality; i.e., gay groups you're involved in (community center, rer~gion, athletics). Make il a point not to let them drift away from you. 

Introduce them to some of your friends; meeting other homosexual persons [10 smaR numbers) will help to break down the stereotypes they may hold. 

Constant Warfare 
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In some instances your sexual orientation can be the staging_ area for constant warfare. Everything you do and say is viewed as a . symptom of your •problem.• The hours you ~. your language, choice of friends, vocationaJ selection, school grades, etc. (HoweVer, in · reality. it may_ reflect a parent's feeling of personal inadequacy;) · . · · · . · . 

As lOng as this cond'llion exists, both parerit and cbild are in a ~ position. GeneraBy speakirlg, if one pareot assumes this extreme a positiQn, the other parent may have crtfticuity chOosing a role that is far from il When relating to their children, parents are often · outwardly supportive of each other- even if behind closed doors they don't completely agree between themselves. 

rm convinced that most parents who attend a parents' meeting or who enter into personcll conversation with a supportive parent greatly -~ the chance that they'D not remain negative. 1f they won't attend a meeting, maybe they'll meet with some parents at a quiet restaurant. If aU atlerrlJ$ fail. don't let the situation get you down.. Fmd a parent substit':Jle or friend to whom you can tum for support 

Relapses 

A word aboUt relapses is inporta~ Problem-solving and changing personal attitudes often can be diagrammed as two steps forward . and one backward. 

lfs not at aH uncommon for parents to slip back a step or two to rehash something you thought was behind you. Allow them time to rework it It will be disappointing to you when 1hls happenS, but it's the way change usuaDy comes about · 

STAGE6:TRUEACCEPTANCE 

Not All Parents Get This Far 

Some parents get this far. Most may love their child without finally accepting the child's life.. Many reach the point where they can also ce1ebraie their child's uniqueness. These fortunate ones view homosexuality as a legitimate expression of human sexuarlty. 

When asked if they wish that their child could be changed, they respond, •J'd prefer to change our homophobic society so my child could riVe his life without rejection and fear •• 

Parents at this stage face up to their awn guilt, that they are a part of a guilty society, a homophobic society. They reflect on 1he gay jokes 1hey've told and laughed at over the years. They begin to understand the problems they unknowingly created for their child. This coming to terms with themselves may lead them to view the oppression of an gays and lesbians in a new r~ghl 

They begin to speak out against the oppression; they talk to friends about the issues involved as a means of educating others. They support gay friends of their son or daughter; 1hey attend parent meetings to help other parents. In short, they become COITVTiitted to a cause and find a way that is comfortable for them to make a positive contnbution. Some do it boldly, others work at it quietly. 

Our Own Story 

About two years prior to knowing about Ted, we began to sense that our son was drifting away from the family. We thought it was simply a stage he was going tlvough; as soon as he completed this "stage; he'd come to his senses and his life and ours would come back together. . . . 

In an effort to help him we tried at different times to reach him. One month we'd try to be his friend, interested in what he was doing and allowing him considerable latitude. When that didn't work, we tried bringing him to his senses by being confrontive and demanding. To our mutual frustration, nothing worked. 

My wife became increasingly aware that we were "'osing" him. What we thought was a typical teen-parent communication gap seemed to be getting out of hand. We knew he was unhappy and were frustrated that we were unable to help. H never crossed our minds that his being gay and our Jack of understanding related to the problem. · 

I've often thought about what has transpired since then; I've looked upon it as an unplanned jouiney. It was thrust upon us; we'd hardly have signed up for it if given the option of choosing something else. 

Unplanned, however, does not mean unwelcomed. Today we can say 'We're glad we know. • We've been able to support our son on his joumey. We hope that he can say, "Unplanned, but not unwelcome." 
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